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En la calle 
From an Interview on TropiCola 

With Steve Fagin 

In his 96 min. video TmpiCola. Steve Fagin uses the popular timba beat to lace an essayist fabric of life in contemporary Cuba. The 

excellent soundtrack captures the color and rhythm of this vibrant nation while intelligently examining the problems facing Cuba 

during its current economic restructuring. From young Cuban women running off with tourists to black market moneymaking 

schemes, TropiCola stresses the spirit, humor, tenacity and resourcefulness of the Cuban people as they face their changing reality. 

Steve Fagin answers some questions about the kind of Cuba he found and what cultural meaning music takes on in his video. — U.B. 

My interest was in doing the piece generated from a desire to “perform" Cuban society in ways it had 
not been represented either by people who were fanatically interested in supporting it or fanatically 
interested in criticizing it. The video makes an effort to leave the traditional question whether you are for 
or against it to the side. 

The Cuba I wanted to portray was influenced by “hanging out" with Cubans on their porches in 93, during 
the so-called “special period" after Russian aid vanished. I saw the complexity of how they dealt with 
things, not simply their cuddly bear, generous, sweet conversational selves, but their frustrated, angry 
selves, their mean, envious selves, their petty, racist selves. I felt that this should not be excluded from 
understanding what it is to be Cuban today. What I found when I went to Cuba was something very 
noisy, very ambivalent, but something full of life and lots of music. 

Cuban music has an extraordinary role as a well-spring, as a spokesman, as a sort of great poetic text 
which Cubans refer to to give voice and rhythm to their own identity. In Cuba, music is word play, political 
critique, and a storehouse of cultural memory and artifacts. The lyrics and songs are a sort of Greek 
chorus of their culture, and I wanted that to be the engine of my piece. 

The popular music that is in TropiCola, the contemporary timba music of “Charanga Habanera" or “El 
Médico de la Salsa" or "Los Van Van” is the music that kids speak to each other when they want to 
express what they feel about themselves, what they feel about the government, what they feel about 
their hopes, what they feel about their cynicism. Popular music in Cuba has always had the same intense 
power to represent cultural identity and language as, say, the punk movement had in England in the 70s, 
or gangster rap has for black urban youth beginning in the 80s. 

 

< Steve Fagin, TropiCola, 96 min., Cuba, 1997.
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It seems wrong to me to consider my piece as at odds with some reified concept of "Cuban traditional 
music" portrayed in "Buena Vista Social Club" because this suggests that some musics are "traditional" 
and others are not. In its initial incarnation, son, which is now perceived as ahistorical traditional music, 
was discussed as rough and difficult, including the incorporation of Afro-sounding music into a larger 
Cuban public. And this merging of country sound with urban sound, the mixing of Spanish lyrical music 
with Africanized, Cubanized, rumba music, initially sounded far too black for the mainstream, a fact which 
the movie completely ignores. 

It is a very odd combination of events that precisely at the time when "Buena Vista Social Club" hit as a 
popular moment internationally, there was this vital contemporary Cuban music in place called timba, 
which was also fighting for a place in the international market. It had been taken over by transnational 
corporations in terms of its distribution, and had an audience in Europe. 

In some sense it is a combination of son as a base of the music and then adds, as Cubans always add, 
other popular elements that they hear around the world, in this case funk and hip hop. It adds an 
extraordinary youthful kick which parallels the youthful kick all around the planet. A group like “Charanga 
Habanera," which peaked in the late 90s when the “Buena Vista Social Club” was hitting, is a sort of 
combination of "Earth Wind and Fire" and “NWA". 

It is not surprising that something that had the street smarts, the sort of nihilistic hostility of "NWA," would 
be very difficult to translate into another culture. That translation into another culture was partially taking 
place already because of all the tourists that were already coming to Cuba, not these "Buena Vista Social 
Club" tourists, but more the sex industry, wildcat tourist. 

They were interested in fun and excitement, and that fun and excitement rubbed up against a very 
active popular kind of youth culture that was very underclass and nihilistic. 

Kati: 

Here I am sitting at the bar of the Casa de la Musica. It's Saturday night. No! I mean Sunday. The 
fashion show is so boring. I check out the dance floor. Everything’s so white. Finally: La Charanga 
Habanera! I start dancing with an Italian guy or a French businessman, I can’t remember which. And 
I say: 

"Hi! Where’you from? My name is Kati. What's your name, please? You like Cuba? You like the 
Cuban girls?"—Why doesn’t he bathe once in awhile? 

"Today is very hot!"—God, he really stinks! 

"I’m thirsty. I’m hungry"—this man smells like pure vinegar. And he’s so fat! 
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“Hi! Where’ you from? My name is Kati. What’s your name, please? You like Cuba? You like the 
Cuban girl?”—It bothers me that he gets his way because of his financial power. If I want to have 
nice clothes I have to put up with his big fat belly. 

“You like a Cuban girl"—I don’t have the dollars to go to a concert or buy nice clothes. 

Reciting Charanga Habanera music in a monotonous voice, a dollar pasted on her forehead: 

Getcha a hot daddy with a cool ride 
Getcha self a daddy to take care of you 
Have some fun. Get what you deserve 
Over thirty but not yet fifty 
Let him pay all your bills 
A sugar daddy with lots of cash 
A hot daddy with a cool ride 

Timba music was on the precipice of becoming international music, but it was extraordinarily hard to 
promote, because of its complexity, because of the site specificity of its lyrics. Again, the site specificity 
of the lyrics in lots of ways is no different or extreme in some of the son songs from the 20s, but it is 
about now, and the roughness has not been softened by history and distance—the songs remain very 
noisy. 

There is an appetite for “traditional” music whose historical roughness and difficulty is from another 
period, softened by time and distance. They do not want intimacy with the difficulties that culture, or the 
type of work that intimacy requires, but rather the memory of intimacy The want music with no 
fingerprints, ostensibly, music with no difficulties, music that is pure that ' what they imagine they are 
getting. But there is no such music. Music grows out of sociological formations, it runs up against specific 
tensions and efforts to fuse which are difficult, and that is what makes it interesting. The difficulty makes 
it interesting, not its simplicity. 

Now, the guiding principle of “world music,” whether it is Peter Gabriel going to Africa or Ry Cooder 
going to Cuba, is to take a sound that is very popular at a very local, street level and change it make it 
consumable by an international audience. The first step in this process is the reduction the texture that 
makes it street, local music. Usually, you are talking about pulling back or no eliminating the percussive 
element, softening the music and emphasizing its lyrical quality instead of the percussive quality. You 
are taking it from being a foreground, participatory, percussive music and making it a sort of ambient 
easy-listening background music. 

There is an international liberal audience that is specifically interested in Cuba, and “Buena Vista Social 
Club" as a phenomena comes at a point when that community is hitting a wall in their
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positive fantasy about Cuba: it no longer seems tenable within almost any community to hold the 
Revolution as a heroic, simple, successful, anti-capitalist, literate, health-oriented society. Once Cuba 
opened up to tourism in 1990, the awarenesses about the complexity, difficulties and obstructions that 
were occurring in the name of the Revolution became clear to more and more people, and with the 
proliferation of that information, the audience that had desired such a perfect version of Cuba no longer 
had this sort of perfect, sexy, revolutionary society to fall back on, and they needed another fantasy of 
Cuba. 

So you have a perverse shift from a simple version of Cuba—the perfectly successful, anti-American, 
anti-capitalist, ground-up Revolution—to another simple fantasy, one which is positively and 
extraordinarily regressive, in which you have people whose lives were ostensibly fully formed prior to the 
Revolution, who have somehow been in hibernation for 40 years, and you arrive like a Prince Charming, 
you kiss this sleeping, black, wrinkled Snow White, and restore her to life. You allow a liberal audience 
to reinvigorate with a fantasy of Cuba, parallel to the revolutionary fantasy in terms of it being simple, 
but almost exclusively inverted, no longer being youth oriented, change oriented, socialist oriented, but 
instead individual and nostalgia oriented and erotic also in its implications. 

The use of Cuba as an object of desire, as a phantasmatic focal point for foreigners, is complex. 
Obviously an aspect of the fantasies is the keeping alive of a certain kind of hope, and yet, it is possible 
to imagine a kind of engagement with Cuba or any of the “exotic" cultures in the world which is less 
about projection, and more about real information. Do we feel inclined to do the work required to get 
outside of our limited selves, not for the purpose of experiencing some perfect moment on a vacation 
somewhere, but to allow another culture to actually change us and affect us? 

Cuba is very alive today, very vital, and that is the good news. The question is, how vital our engagement 
with Cuba or any cultural phenomena is. 
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